INTERNAL IFPS MEETINGS

TUESDAY, 14 OCTOBER
09:00 – 12:00: Meeting of the Editorial Board and the Regional Editors of the IFPS
12:00 – 18:00: Meeting of the Executive Committee of the IFPS

WEDNESDAY, 15 OCTOBER
09:00 – 18:00: Assembly of the Delegates of the IFPS Institutions

PROGRAM XV FORUM

WEDNESDAY, 15 OCTOBER
08:00-09:30: REGISTRATION

09:30 – 11:00: FIRST SPECIAL EVENT
PSYCHOANALYSIS AND THE UNIVERSITY:
“FORMATION AND TRANSMISSION”
Roberto Aceituno : Masters Program in Clinical Psychology.University of Chile
Esteban Radiszcz : Psychology Department. Alberto Hurtado University
Rodrigo de la Fabián : Masters Program in Psychoanalysis . Diego Portales University
Marta Bello : Masters Program in Psychoanalysis. Adolfo Ibáñez University

Sponsor: University Coordination Unit for Psychoanalysis (CUP)

11:00-12:30 INDIVIDUAL PAPERS (I)

Group 1:
Dr. Eduardo Jaar (CHILE) : Prematurity and illness in newborns: impact on the medical team
Ps. Lucina Montes (MEXICO) : How the mother’s ambivalent state of mind influences the early mother/child relationship
Dra. Matilde Vitullo (ARGENTINA): Realities: adoption and psychoanalytic treatment

Group 2:
Dr. Carlos de Brito-Priscilla Catao (BRAZIL) : The immobile body and its immaterial image
Dr. Walter Moure (ARGENTINA): From the body subjected to a crumbled tradition, to being able to glimpse the other
Ps. Daniela Carrasco (CHILE) : The body and adolescence
Dra. Maricarmen Diaz IMPAC (MEXICO) : Psychological identity and globalization in the XXI century
Group 3:
Ps. Silvia Zorning (BRAZIL): Trauma and the constitution of the self
Ps. Ana Bouquillard (CHILE): The kitten and the dragon: the affective life of an infant
Dra. Ma Eugenia Guzmán (MEXICO): The modern-day image of motherhood and affect relationships in scientific investigation: Findings through the observation of an infant
Ps. María J. Ferré/Dr. Héctor Bravo: (ARGENTINA): Was my father repressive?: transmission of trauma

12:30 – 14:00: CLINICAL WORKSHOPS (1)
(Work will be conducted simultaneously in three auditoriums)

Auditorium A: Ps. MARTA DE GIUSTI -Dr. NORBERTO LLOVES (Argentina)
Auditorium B: Dr. MARCELO VIÑAR (Uruguay)
Auditorium C: Dr. JUAN CARLOS VOLNOVICH (Argentina)

14:00-15:00: LUNCH

15:00-16:30 INDIVIDUAL PAPERS (2)

Group 1:
Ps. David Gutiérrez IMPAC (MEXICO): Virtual Life (Virtual Psychoanalysis)
Dr. Felipe Cortés (CHILE): Intersubjective approach and the dialectic of potential space
Ps. Claudia García (BRAZIL): The clinical face of the insufficient individual
Ps. Ema Quiñones (URUGUAY): Narcissism and image: Aaron’s labyrinth

Group 2:
Ps. Sebastián León (CHILE): Analytic neutrality and ethics in psychoanalytic practice
Dra. Amparo Espinosa IMPAC (MEXICO): Buddhism and psychoanalytic practice
Dra. Ana María Rudge (BRAZIL): Acting Out in contemporary clinical practice

Group 3:
Ps. Pablo Varela IMPAC (MEXICO): Psychoanalysis, social character and globalization
Ps. Sheilla Asteggiante (URUGUAY): Globalization and loss of identity: on the inevitable interwoven framework and its helplessness
Ps. Lucio Gutierrez (CHILE): Vicissitudes of the culture of simulation
Ps. Ma. Cristina Cruz (MEXICO): Transformers dreams of an indigenous, facing the globalisation
16:30 - 16:45 COFFEE BREAK

16:45-18:15 INDIVIDUAL PAPERS (3)

Group 1:
Ps. Carmen Gloria Fenieux (CHILE) : Body, soma and female identity
Dra. Carolyn Hillmann (USA) : Sex: Old hat or the new frontier?
Treating lack of sexual desire
Dra. Lidia Levy (BRAZIL) : Narcissistic injury and the conjugal relationship
Dra. Guadalupe Rosete (MEXICO) : Academic experts: their social character

Group 2:
Ps. Nathalie Rodriguez (VENEZUELA) : A pathological approach to imperative modern culture
Dra. Cinthia Cassan (CHILE) : Love and the analyst’s position in modern migrations
Ps. Margarita Machin (SPAIN): Globalization and immigration

Group 3:
Dra. M. Beatriz Jacques/Dr. N. Reck/J. José Mouriño (BRAZIL): Narcissism in the interface between Psychoanalysis and Education
Lic. S. Neuhaus/A. Lerner/R. Navedo-G. Sanguinetti/M. Vitullo (ARGENTINA) : Violence as a growing symptom of inequality due to globalization
Dr. Carlos Medina (CHILE) : Globalization and identity: change and politics
Dra. Alicia Colina IMPAC (MEXICO) : Consumerism and the search for identity in a global society

18:15 – 20:00: FIRST ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
THE CHALLENGES FOR PSYCHANALYSIS IN THE NEW CENTURY

Dr. HORACIO ETCHEGOYEN (ARGENTINA)
Ps. HUGO ROJAS (CHILE)
Dr. MARCELO VIÑAR (URUGUAY)
Dra. SONIA GOJMAN (MEXICO)

WELCOME BY THE HOST SOCIETY
20:00: Ps. Marcela Ramírez: President of the Chilean Society of Psychoanalysis

20:10: Ps. Juan Flores: President of the XV International Forum

OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE XV INTERNATIONAL FORUM

20:20: Dra. Sonia Gojman: Secretary General of the IFPS
THURSDAY, 16 OCTOBER

09:00 – 12:15: SECOND SPECIAL EVENT:
IFPS: HISTORY AND PERSPECTIVES

09:00 - 09:05: Introduction:
Chair: Dr. RAINER FUNK (Germany) – Dra. EDITH FRANK-RIESER (Austria)
09:05 - 09:30: The history of the IFPS in Latin America:
Dra. SONIA GOJMAN (Mexico)
09:30 - 10:15: IFPS: Origins and history: the interview as a method of investigation of oral history Dra. CAROLA MANN (USA)
Historical witness of the IFPS
Interviewer : Dr. MICHAEL ERMANN (Germany)

10:15 -11:15: The goals of the IFPS in a global world
Panel with representatives from South America, USA and Europe
Dr. JAVERT RODRIGUES (Brazil)
Dra. VALERIE TATE ANGEL (USA)
Dr. KLAUS HOFFMANN (Switzerland)

11:15 - 12:00: General discussion

12:00-12:15: Coffee break

12:15- 14:00: FIRST CENTRAL PANEL
NARCISSISM AND THE PRIMACY OF THE IMAGE

Dra. SANDRA BUECHLER (USA)
Ps.CARLO BONOMI (ITALY)
Ps. JAIME COLOMA (CHILE)
Dr. JUAN VICENTE RODADO (SPAIN)

14:00-15:00: LUNCH

15:15 – 17:15: SECOND ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
GLOBALIZATION AND NEW PROBLEMS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE

Dra. REBECA ARAMONI IMPAC: (MEXICO)
Dr. JUAN CARLOS VOLNOVICH : (ARGENTINA)
Dra. HEIKKI MAJAVA : (FINLAND)
Dra. CAROLA MANN : (USA)

17:15-17:30: Coffee break
17:30- 19:30: SECOND CENTRAL PANEL
GLOBALIZATION AND LOSS OF IDENTITY

Dr. MARCO CONCI (GERMANY)
Dr. CHRISTER SJÖDIN (NORWAY)
Dra. Ma EUGENIA SANCHEZ (MEXICO)
Dra. ANA MARÍA LOIACONO (ITALY)

FRIDAY, 17 OCTOBER

09:00 – 10:45: THIRD ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
ALIENATION AND GLOBALIZATION: IMPACT ON THE SUBJECT

Dra. ELIANA MENDES (BRAZIL)
Lic. GUADALUPE SANCHEZ (MEXICO)
Dr. GEORGIAS MANADAKIS (GREECE)
Dra. GILA JIMENEZ IMPAC (MEXICO)

10:45-12:45: THIRD CENTRAL PANEL
PATHOLOGIES OF THE NEW CENTURY: WHAT TO ANALYZE?

Dr. JULIO VILLENA (ARGENTINA)
Dra. ANGELA CANIATO (BRAZIL)
Ps. MARCELA RAMIREZ (CHILE)
Dra. CAROL PEPPER (USA)
RAINER FUNK (ITALY)

12:45-13:00: COFFEE BREAK

13:00 – 14:30: CLINICAL WORKSHOPS (2)
(Work will be conducted simultaneously in three auditoriums)

Auditorium A: Dr. HORACIO ETCHEGOYEN (ARGENTINA)
Auditorium B: Dra. JANINE PUGET (ARGENTINA)
Auditorium C: Dra. MAREN ULRIKSEN (URUGUAY)

14:30- 15:30: Lunch

15:30 - 17:15: FOURTH CENTRAL PANEL
ABSENCE OF FOUNDATIONS AND DEPRESSION: The breaking of social bonds

Dr. GEORGIA CHALKIA (GREECE)
Ps. JUAN FLORES (CHILE)
Dr. DARIUS LESKAUKAS (LITHUANIA)
17:15: INVITATION XVI FORUM GREECE
President of the Greek Society of Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy
DR. DIMITRIS RIGAS

17:30-17:45: Coffee break

17:45 – 19:45: THIRD SPECIAL EVENT
THE LATIN AMERICAN FEDERATION OF PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY AND PSYCHOANALYTIC ASSOCIATIONS (FLAPPSIP)
“Conducting Psychoanalysis in Latin America: Conflict and future”
Ps. Leopoldo Caravedo   (Peru)
Dr. Juan Carlos Cosaka       (Argentina)
Ps. Joseph Bandet         (Chile)
Ps. Rosario Oyaneder      (Uruguay)
Ps. Carlos Titolo        (Argentina)

21:15: GALA DINNER AND DANCE

SATURDAY, 18 OCTOBER

09:00 – 10:45: FIFTH CENTRAL PANEL
PSYCHOANALYTIC IDENTITY AND GLOBALIZATION

Dra. UTA JAENICKE :                        (SWITZERLAND)
Dr. SARO BRIZZI                               (ITALY)
Lic. TATIANA PANFILOVA             (RUSSIA)
Dr. ALEX TRIEBEL                           (GERMANY)

11:00 - 12:30: INDIVIDUAL PAPERS (4)
(Simultaneous auditoriums)

Group 1:
Dr. Klaus Hoffmann                          (SWITZERLAND) : Psychoanalytic foundations of psychotherapy during the implementation of penal measures
Ps. Mariano Ruperthuz         (CHILE) : Germán Greve Schlegel: Origins of psychoanalysis in Chile
Dr. M.Mc Cormick/D. Tibiletti/J. Villena    (ARGENTINA): Clinical case study in a hospital, including musical therapy
Dra. Graciela Flores IMPAC     (MEXICO): A comparative analysis of patients at the analyst’s office
Group 2
Ps. Carlos Titolo (ARGENTINA): Addiction to gambling and drugs: The lying and the blows: cultural degradation
Ps. Gonzalo López (CHILE): "The role of the analyst’s failure in the work of D. Winnicott
Dra. Angela Coutinho (BRAZIL): The analytic listening, the body and the contemporaneity
Dra. Luz Angélica Quintero (MEXICO): The birth of psychoanalytic identity: Observing, feeling and thinking before theorizing

Group 3
Ps. Marta Bello (CHILE): Jacques Lacan’s formulations on aggressiveness. Deconstruction and propositions
Dra. Eliane Mendlowicz (BRAZIL): When the Self-Image Dominates the Whole Psychic Scene – A Clinical Case
Ps. Marta De Giusti/Dr. Norberto Lloves (ARGENTINA): "With regard to economic models"

12:30- 14:15: FOURTH ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
PSYCHOANALYSIS: SOCIAL LIMITACION OR TRANSFORMING EXPERIENCE
Dr. JOSE ZUBERMAN (ARGENTINA)
Ps. ROMULO AGUILLAUME (SPAIN)
Dra. MAREN ULRIKSEN (URUGUAY)
Dra. JANINE PUGET (ARGENTINA)

CLOSING REMARKS, XV FORUM
14:15: JUAN FLORES: President XV Forum
14:30: SONIA GOJMAN: SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE IFPS